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Coming clean
James Bond interrupted our brush with CM
Cleaning’s proprietors Anne and Bob Quaid. Not
in person, but through Bob’s spy-theme mobile
ring tone! Licensed to clean, this North Shore
couple bristles with good ideas and enthusiasm.
In this issue, read a full case study of how the
Quaids came to be in the vanguard of a new
expansion for your ecolabel, as they demonstrate
that e-consistency can be achieved in service
delivery as well as in product manufacture.
Good magazine has become one of our fans, and
we share a challenge from Professors Brenda and
Robert Vale. As usual, we also introduce some
new licensees who have environmentally
preferable products to offer - ones that might
better suit your own “clean” business ethic, in
the unlikely event you are buying from suppliers
who have not achieved Environmental Choice
licensing.
At the time of writing, Brother International was
one of the most recent licensees, underscoring
my own satisfaction at the enclosure of a postpaid recycling bag for the packaging I removed
when recently installing a Brother printer in my
office.

Then, we have a story for anyone thinking that
investing in environmental credentials will result
in more expensive products. The re-launch of the
Reflex office paper brand by Spicers Papers, with
Ultra White now licensed, has been done at a
consumer-friendly price.
This year we introduce a new licensees award,
to be presented by Nicky Wagner MP, chair of
the government’s Blue-green caucus committee.
As we look to our barometers for signs of spring,
what better time to come clean, support the
growing numbers of licensees, and blow away the
cobwebs with the country’s first eco-honoured
cleaning company. Perhaps your service delivery
company could be the next visionary licensee.
Michael Hooper
Editor

Environmental Choice New Zealand
PO Box 56-533,
Dominion Rd,
Auckland 1446.
Thanks to Australian Paper for
our front page image of the
Reflex brand re-launch,
covering the country.

Phone: 09 845 3330
Email: info@enviro-choice.org.nz
www.environmentalchoice.org.nz
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Environmental Choice awards first “services” licence
eventually for other service
sectors to apply for the country’s
strongest environmental badge.”
The first service company to be
awarded the right to use the
green planet-and-tick symbol
operates in a sector which has
not always enjoyed the best
environmental reputation. That,
says Robin Taylor, has changed
significantly, as a growing range
of proven, environmentally
preferable commercial cleaning
products has been added to the
list of ecolabel licensees. It
should be noted that the retail
brand BEE was the first
manufacturer of household
cleaning products to be licensed,
back in 2003.

T

Anne and Bob Quaid

E

nvironmental Choice, the
government’s ecolabel, has
expanded its work - into the
assessment of services wishing to
bear the environmental hallmark.
The general manager of the New
Zealand Ecolabelling Trust, which
operates the programme for New
Zealanders, says previous
assessments have been limited to
products only, but the doors are
open wider with the
announcement of a license for the
first environmentally preferable
service in the country.

more prevalent part of marketing,
Environmental Choice is keen to
play a bigger role as an
independent and trustworthy
beacon for ethical purchase
decisions. That is now extending
to service delivery as well as
manufacturing.”

“This new development will
ultimately give New Zealand
consumers a broad range of
services that have passed the
most stringent environmental
testing,” says Robin Taylor.
“Some 2000 products have
already passed assessment and
can show the ecolabel. In a
difficult climate where
‘greenwash’ has become an even

The Ecolabelling Trust, which is
self financing, has a record of
strong growth, even through the
recession. “Licensing only
products, we’ve still been able to
achieve consistent annual double
digit growth in ecolabel licensed
companies. With the awarding of
the label to Auckland company
MW Cleaning Services, the door is
now open for more cleaners, and
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“Hopefully others will
follow. If not, we’ll just
take more business!”

he owners of MW Cleaning
Services, a growing, familyowned company with around 200
clients in Auckland, are looking to
open doors with their groundbreaking achievement. “It is a
point of difference,” says Bob
Quaid, who with his wife Anne
operates the company. “A
number of cleaning companies
claim to be green, but there’s
nothing substantial behind it. The
industry needs a shake-up; there
needs to be a certain standard
met. We’re happy to meet the
standard and hopefully others will
follow – and, in doing so, lift the
standard of the industry as a
whole. If not, we’ll just take
more business!”
With clients already including a
major bank and well-known
business consultancies, the
Quaids are gearing up for steady
growth as a result of achieving
the ecolabel. “It’s a very
competitive industry and people
need a reason to change cleaning
companies,” says Anne Quaid.
“With Environmental Choice
behind us, companies that want
to be eco-conscious and
sustainable can feel 100 percent
comfortable that when we say
green we mean green. For many
businesses today that is a strong
reason for choosing one supplier
over another.”
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Even then, he says, the
development of a relevant,
published specification can take
some time, requiring research
through the Global Ecolabelling
Network, and cooperation from
local sector groups and
companies. “In this case, the
Quaids were very well prepared,
and added a lot to the
development of what we believe
will be an internationally
recognised specification for
cleaning services. They will also
always have pride that they
were the country’s first service
to step up to the mark.”

Slow and steady
“MW Cleaning was started by my
parents, David and Norma
Wilson, 36 years ago,” says
Anne Quaid. “I worked in the
travel industry, but came
onboard just after September 11,
2001.” Bob, from a sales
background, followed Anne into
the company in 2004, and
shortly afterwards they bought
out the family business. “We
said ‘go and enjoy your
retirement -we’ll look after it
from here on in, thank you.’ It
just seemed natural for the two
of us to work together.
“A few years ago I noticed a lot
of the industry were sticking
their heads in the sand about
being environmental,” says Anne.
“I felt similar, but woke up one
day and said ‘if I don’t jump on
this band wagon, we’ll get left
behind’. So we started talking
to people, throwing ideas around
and our business coach agreed
with it – so we got the ball
rolling. The hardest thing was
getting all the documentation
together as well as doing my
normal work. I enjoy a
challenge so I really enjoyed
sinking my teeth into it.”
Robin Taylor agrees that
passage through an assessment
is not always quick or easy,
unless thoroughly documented
processes and policies are in
place in the applicant company.
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Anne Quaid agrees, and wishes
to encourage others. “We are
very proud to be the first in the
country – that really rocked my
boat. Achieving the
Environmental Choice licence
took a lot of work. While the
background work was there, and
the processes and the training of
the staff were already in place,
going through the steps made
me think about a whole lot of
things we hadn’t done before. It
made us look at our business
from a lot of different angles and
fine tune many areas. It has
been a very positive process for
us and wll worthwhile.”
The Quaids would like to
encourage more business within
the ECNZ family of licensees.
“Before we became ECNZ
licensed, I had been onto the
website to check the cleaning
products listed. Now we use
only ECNZ approved products,”
says Anne.

David Blackwell

MW Cleaning Services a history of excellence

What makes a cleaner
greener?
How do you assess a service as
opposed to a product?
According to assessor Mary
Neate from Tonkin & Taylor,
when there may be various
methods of service delivery,
development of a specification
becomes more complex.
Employees, contract staff,
franchises – the company
structure, in other words – all
this influences just how much
the licensee has control of
delivery. “This tends not to be
the case for a product, where
you are making it or buying it
and you do have control.
There’s less information
available in terms of life-cycle
analysis for services.”
This is reflected in the
specification, in the alternatives
given for authenticating
information on supplies which
are outside the control of the
licensee. “There’s great
emphasis on training and
systems,” says Mary, to
minimise variation in delivery of
service. “There are quality
checks in place to ensure
standards are met; that’s an
important part of the
specification.”
The cleaning services licence,
while it is awarded for a specific
cleaning company to use,
applies only to specific cleaning
contracts. Check the specs from
our website, where you’ll find,
amongst the plethora of details,
just what are the hallmarks of a
greener cleaner. Naturally they
have a reduced reliance on
chemicals, and prohibit those
that can be toxic or harmful in
various ways. A cleaner working
on a licensed contract under
their ECNZ badge must also use
micro-fibre technology where
possible.
The specification also evaluates
and prescribes elements of the
relationship between the
cleaning and the client
companies, as well as specifying
cleaning products and practices.
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In addition there is a requirement
to advise on energy use and
waste reduction and recycling,
and to report effectiveness in this
to Environmental Choice.
This is in some ways a landmark
specification as it requires the
use of ECNZ-licensed products by
the service provider, and sets the
stage for a growing minimum
usage, as licensed products
continue their proliferation. It
also promotes the use of
instruction in alternative
languages. It is truly a
specification for a multi-cultural
society in the second decade of a
new millennium.

“We’re probably one of the
highest paying cleaning
companies in the country. We
are very careful who we employ,
and we have quite rigorous
training - even if we employ
someone who’s been cleaning for
twenty years. Most of our
cleaners are really
environmentally conscious as
well, and they’re really excited to
be working with us, using the
good chemicals and products,
and using the right equipment –
knowing they’re making a
difference as well.”

How tough is it for MY
service to become
licensed to use the ECNZ
seal?
Bob and Anne Quaid really took
the bull by the horns when they
decided to set their standards up
against a specification that
Environmental Choice had not
even established at that time.
They put their hands up at an
industry presentation and said
they were game – and so it was
‘game on’! Theirs was a classic
case of already maintaining
excellent systems and recordkeeping, essential for a modern
business, says Robin Taylor.
“That sped up and made
possible the finalising of a robust,
ground-breaking services
specification.”
Anne Quaid takes delight in, and
really enjoys research,
administration and analysis,
while Bob has the eye for detail
and a straightforward yet warm
way of dealing with clients
“Nothing was really difficult,”
concludes Bob.
According to assessor Mary Neate,
systems and processes really do
need to be in place that minimise
any variation in service delivery.
CM Cleaning achieve this by
direct supervision from the
owners. It also comes down to
the quality of staff, says the pair.
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means there is no need for an
extra layer of supervision in
between the business owners
and their clients, says Bob.
Their cleaners also do audits so
they can advise on waste
minimisation – from rubbish
quantities and sorting to printing
on both side of sheets of paper.
“All of a sudden they’re getting
twice as much out of a ream of
paper,” beams Bob.
The Environmental Choice license
has been a natural progression
for them, say Bob and Anne.
“It’s something that we both
believe in. Our recreational
activities involve looking after the
planet, so why wouldn’t you
include that in your business as
well.”

“nothing was really difficult” Bob Quaid
“We encourage our customers to
jump on the phone at the drop of
a hat. If they find a piece of
paper on the floor that wasn’t
vacuumed over the weekend, we
want to know about it. Our
second line of defence is regular
inspections. (On a normal day,
Bob will visit at least four or five
customers.) We see the
customers and have a good look
for ourselves, making sure that
no-one has cut corners.”
Inspection reports are then
discussed with the cleaners, and
follow-up inspections ensure
standards are maintained. “It’s
an attitude,” says Bob. “What
we want is ‘how can we help,
how can we provide a very good
service?’ and that means when
we do our inspections we are not
finding anything wrong.” . This
combination of motivated
cleaners and direct inspections

While the licensing of
services is a new
development for the New
Zealand label, it is more
commonplace in European
members of the Global
Ecolabelling Network. The
Blue Angel and Nordic Swan
have standards for ship
design and operation,
cleaning services and
tourism. In New Zealand,
says Robin Taylor,
Environmental Choice is
looking at wool scouring as
its next services
specification.
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Talking Dirty

I

n 2009, our colleagues
TerraChoice Environmental
Marketing released a study of
environmental claims made at
the product level in “big box”
stores found in Canada, the
United States, the United

Kingdom and Australia.

and Canada).

The study revealed that over
98% of the 2,219 products
surveyed in North America were
making false or misleading
environmental claims. Results
from stores surveyed, first in
2007 and again in 2009, also
showed that the total number of
“green” products had more than
doubled.

“Biodegradable” appeared on 52
percent of labels and
“environmental” appeared on 41
percent of labels. A glass
cleaner label, for example,
claimed that a product was
“planet-friendly” while a bleach
container label read “non-toxic”.

Among the “green” claims being
made on consumer cleaning
products, “natural” appeared
most frequently - 55 percent
on labels in the 2009 Seven
Sins of Greenwashing study
(based on a sample of 220
household cleaning products
with “green” claims in the U.S.

Use of such vague and
unsubstantiated language was
considered to be insufficient and
therefore to be greenwashing.
In the absence of specific
definitions or explanations,
these terms risk misleading
purchasers about a product’s
environmental benefits, said
TerraChoice.

Cosmetic labelling

R

esponding to Consumer
magazine’s call for tighter
control on cosmetic labelling,
Robin Taylor reminded media in
August that New Zealand’s
ecolabelling programme already
has standards in place for
testing and labelling toiletries
and cosmetics.
Environmental Choice believes
over $450 million is spent in
this country every year on
toiletry and cosmetic products,
but we are surprised how few
manufacturers have taken the
opportunity to submit to the
Environmental Choice
assessments.
“The Environmental Choice
toiletries and cosmetic
specification is extensive and
refers to the latest science and
standards in the industry,
especially looking at European
and Scandinavian standards. It
carries international respect,”
reminds Robin. “Of course the
label does more than look at
how a cosmetic may be nontoxic and fit for its purpose. A
full examination of any toiletry
or cosmetic product applying to
bear the Environmental Choice
seal includes checks on a long
list of ingredients and methods,
6

including fragrance, colorants,
enzymes, food safety, and the
ultimate effect on not just the
person but also the
environment.
“A desirable goal in the
assessment process is to reduce
or eliminate components that
do not aid in, say, the cleaning
or protection of hair and skin.
We maintain a balance between
consumer acceptability and
environmental concerns,
looking at each component in a
product. When we investigate
the environmental and health
effects of any product or service,
the benchmark details are
transparently available on our
website.”
In the household consumer
laundry products market, as a
result of another valuable
Consumer report, there has
recently been criticism of
“greenwash” and untrue
product environmental claims
(see below). Environmental
Choice was able to remind
consumers then that the symbol
of the planet and tick on the
pack was a concrete assurance
of environmental preferability,
which includes health aspects.
“We repeat that assurance with

respect to toiletries and
cosmetics – that there is one
foolproof, government-backed,
certain symbol that stands
totally clear of greenwash and
vague terms such as “friendly”
and “natural”. We only deal in
proof and science,” says Robin
Taylor.
“We would like to see more
cosmetic companies applying
for the ecolabel. and able to
offer consumers the strongest
proof of environmental
performance available.”
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Dance of the Vales

Professors Brenda and Robert Vale introduced by Robin Taylor at SB10: entertaining,
challenging and enlightening.

E

nvironmental Choice
Trustee Prof Robert Vale
and his wife Prof Brenda Vale
were arguably the highlights of
the Sustainable Building
Conference in Wellington in July.
Following a strong and thorough
introduction to the ecolabel,
general manager Robin Taylor
brought on stage the Vales
whose plenary address was
sponsored by Environmental
Choice.

on a 300 watt LCD screen. “Are
we destined to eat salads in the
dark?” they conjectured.
Some of the Vales’ solutions
include keeping grandparents in
their children’s house rather
than “farming them out” often
to single accommodation. Solar
water heating is on their musthave list, as are new “A+”
fridges, while we need to move
to more efficient lighting, they
say.

The changes needed to
bring our domestic travel
in New Zealand into a “fair
earth share” say the
Professors Vale are:

Your Carbon Ration Book was
the theme of their presentation,
which was highly entertaining,
as the professorial pair sprang
off each other’s comments.
With world population
increasing, they presented
alternatives which included: to
wait for the new Black Death,
find another planet, or “share
nicely at home”. In western
countries, they said, we stomp
an ecological footprint that is
around three times larger than
a “fair earthshare” average.
Food, drink, energy use,
passenger travel and
government are among the
worst culprits.

Travel was also targeted by the
Vales. In Wellington, they
pointed out, MOT statistics
show a person on average
drives 7600 kilometres a year,
flies internationally 11,250 Km,
walks 320 Km and cycles just
51 Km. Even train and bus use
is low. The largest consumption
of travel is personal/shopping/
medical.

2. All commuting to be

To achieve a fair use of
resources, we would need to
reduce space heating energy
use by 75 percent, and
appliance use by 95 percent.
Can you imagine, for example,
reducing home TV viewing to
4.3 hours per week? And that
7

The way, and what we eat also
need addressing. Totally
organic food production alone
would reduce our footprint for
food and drink to a fair earth
share.
The serious message,
interspersed with irony and
comedy, was that limited Earth
resources mean that those
consuming more than their fair
share need to front up to the
Vales’ question “who will you
ask to have less than you?”.

1. No flying.

50% cycle
25% bus
25% train
3. Walk, train and bus to
do 2/3 of all personal,
medical and shopping.
4. Drive a hybrid vehicle
(or a Morris Minor!) until
solar and hydrogenpowered vehicles emerge.
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More new licensees
Show us your i.d.

i.d.

stands for Interior
Design, one of the latest
paint ranges to achieve the
standard for Environmental
Choice.

Wattyl (NZ) Ltd has a long
history of environmentally sound
practice, says technical sales
manager Paul
Hunter. “Wattyl was the first in
the market with an ultra-low
VOC waterbased product in 2001.
Research into VOC minimisation
continued, until in 2006
Wattyl meet the standards set
by the New Zealand Asthma and
Respiratory Foundation Sensitive
Choice programme. It is the only
paint in New Zealand to offer
this endorsement,” comments
Paul.
“Wattyl is equally proud bearing
the Environmental Choice
accreditation, as the Wattyl Eco
System has been assessed by
Environmental Choice New
Zealand for its low
environmental impact on the

A

s a leader in the panel
industry, Prime Panels
adopts and promotes sustainable
business practices to minimise
national and global
environmental impact. Their
commitment is "To sustain our
resources and environment".
Prime Panels has identified the
growing needs of their
8

entire product lifecycle and
manufacturing process and not
on VOC levels alone.”
In addition to meeting the
stringent environmental criteria,
Wattyl interior design i.d.
products are virtually odour-free,
meaning that you can reoccupy
the room just one hour after
painting has been completed.
Increasingly, governments,
industrial groups and consumers
are using the Environmental
Choice label to make ‘Good
Environmental Choice’ decisions,
says Paul.

“The decision to embark on the
ECNZ journey was the correct
one. More and more end users,
specifiers, architects and
constructors recognise Wattyl as
a leader in environmental
sustainability. We led with low
odour and ultra low VOC <1gm/l
interior broadwall and ceiling
paints and most importantly
ultra low VOC <1gm/l paint
colourants, giving full colour
environmentally conscious
customers, and they create
processes in their manufacturing
plant “to be mindful of the
environment for future
generations” says North Island
sales manager Jack van der
Linden. Prime Veneer natural
wood veneers are sliced from a
wide range of timbers from the
world over, either plantation
grown or selectively harvested
from sustainably managed
forests, says Jack. Panels can
be edge finished with either
veneer edge-tape or solid timber
clashing. “Prime Panels success
is due to the fact that veneers

offers that meet and exceed
current VOC criteria, which is
good for the occupants and
importantly for the
environment.”
The brand, now Wattyl
Taubmans, had its origins as
Wattyl in Australia back in 1915.
It is the third largest paint
company in New Zealand, with
around 23% of the 25 million
litre annual paint market,
according to the MfE. Now it
employs over 2000 people
throughout Australasia.
Wattyl began with H.R. Walters,
who developed a treatment for
reviving French-polished
furniture. Known as “crystal
veneer” its success laid the
foundation for a future which
was to survive two world wars,
the Great Depression, and is
heading towards its second
century.
Taubmans EcoProof has also
been licensed for the company.
That side of the company also
stems from Australia, when in
the late 1880s Sydney signwriter George Henry Taubman
became tired of the poor range
of paint. He started importing
and by the turn of that century
he was making his own paint.
The licensed paints in the ranges
consist of Silk, Eggshell, Ceiling
Paint and Primer Undercoat.
are hand selected from both
domestic and international
environmentally responsible
veneer suppliers.”
Prime Melamine is prefinished
with a tough scratch resistant
surface permanently bonded to
GoldenEdge MDF (medium
density fibre board) which itself
has the environmental
performance approval of
Environmental Choice New
Zealand.
The product is available in 52
colours, including wood grains in
gloss, velvet and an embossed
finish.
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Extra virgin - Reflex reaction

A

new communications
campaign shows New
Zealand covered by reams of
Reflex paper – but then Reflex
does claim to be the country’s
favourite office paper brand.
Their industry partner and
supplier are our licensee Spicers
Paper, evidently the country’s
largest merchant, who have
served New Zealand for more
than a century. They now
proudly include newly assessed
Reflex Ultra White Carbon
Neutral paper in their portfolio.
(The inclusion of paper made
from virgin fibre in the office
paper and stationery
specification makes this
possible.) Spicers also market
the Reflex 50 and Scholastic
Bond under the ecolabel.
Spicers’ divisional manager Jeff
Strom says there’s now double
the opportunity for businesses
and consumers to adopt
environmentally preferable
stationery when choosing office
paper from Spicers.
“It’s another notch in our belt
when it comes to environmental
credentials. Reflex has been
recognised as a premium grade
over the years and has a very
good brand recognition – it’s
New Zealand’s favourite copy
paper. It’s FSC certified, carbonneutral and Environmental
Choice strengthens its
credentials. Technology now
allows us to produce a nice, ultra
white sheet which is
environmentally preferable.
“Although Reflex is a premium
grade, now with all the
environmental ‘bells and
whistles’ we are still offering it at
a competitive price so it’s going
to be even more popular.”
There’s also a value benefit for
buyers. “Reflex is being rebranded and repositioned to
make it a lot more competitive,”
says Jeff Strom.
Managing director Andrew
Preece offers Spicers’
environmental statement in
support. “Spicers recognises
9

that its products and business
operations have an influence on
the environment and endeavours
to take practical steps to
minimise any negative impact.
We have therefore adopted
responsible environmental
policies that comply with and
where possible go beyond the
requirements of environmental
standards and legislation.”

available a choice of recycled
products as well as those
originating from sources certified
to be well-managed or operating
accredited environmental
management systems.”
The company believes “there’s
nothing more exciting than a
blank piece of paper”.

Suppliers to Spicers are required
to demonstrate their respect for
the environment by following
responsible working practices.
They are also required to utilise
raw materials from wellmanaged sources and to verify
their claims on environmental
issues when requested.
“Spicers is committed to making

e

A Brother for Mother Earth

B

rother International has
achieved licensing for their
HL5340D, HL5350DN, and
HL5380DN laser printers and the
MFC8880DN and MFC8890DW
multifunction laser machines.
The group began 102 years ago,
servicing sewing equipment.
Ironically, today as part of its
environmental policy, sewing
machines share the same
shipping containers as high-tech
office equipment.

The company’s environmental
policy is practiced in all their
operations including, in New
Zealand, Gracefield (Lower Hutt),
Wellington, Auckland and
Christchurch. It places concern
for the environment as “the
cornerstone of all operations”.
Their commitment is manifested
as “Brother Earth” which is an
initiative where Brother globally
supports many environment
programmes throughout the
world (Learn more at http://
www.brotherearth.com/en/).

Environmental activities have
included planting sand-fixing
seedlings at Wellington’s Island
Bay and helping to investigate
the death of sea-turtles at
Brisbane beaches.
Brother consumables and
hardware from the corporate
sector, but also from the mass
consumer market.
Brother recycling boxes are
located at businesses and
electronic retail stores
nationwide, and the company
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Toshikazu “Terry” Koike

offers a free recycling envelope
to any Brother user who wish to
recycle used cartridges.
Brother has gained the
ISO14001 Environmental
Management System
certification.
President Toshikazu “Terry”
Koike told UN-Habitat Goodwill
Ambassador Mari Christine last
year, “We work proactively to
protect the global environment
in every aspect of our corporate
activities in order to build a
society where sustainable
development can be achieved.
We are committed to developing
products of excellent
environmental performance, and
to curbing CO2 emissions from
production activities by, for
example, introducing
photovoltaic power generation
systems at our factories. We also
work on waste reduction based
on the concept of the "5Rs" —
the 3Rs (reduce, reuse, recycle)
plus "refuse" and "reform".
He explained that Refuse is to
decline the purchase of
environmentally burdensome

materials whenever possible,
and Reform motivates the
company to reuse materials for
different purposes in different
forms.
“We also invest resources into
activities to make social
contributions through
environmental activities. For
example, we count points every
time an employee takes an
environmentally conscious action.
The collected points are used for
afforestation activities, for
example. We are also engaged in
activities to meet the needs of
local communities around the
globe. For instance, we have
donated sewing machines to a
vocational school in China to
support women in rural areas.”

Brother has a goal of acquiring
ISO Type 1 Ecolabels (in New
Zealand that is Environmental
Choice) for all products launched
from 1 April 2008.
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Aspect Furniture Systems

T

his family-owned business has joined the increasing line-up of office furniture suppliers to
achieve approval for Environmental Choice.

They supply office solutions to some of Australasia's largest corporate and government entities,
including ExxonMobil, Inland Revenue, Ministry Of Justice, KPMG and many more. Runway and
Zurich brand work stations and Agility tables are licensed.
Bourneville Furniture Group

Tubular belles

I

nterior Resources Ltd (IRL) is
a family owned and operated
business that has been involved
in manufacturing metal tubular
furniture since 1978. Employing
some 50 staff, IRL
manufactures and distributes a
wide range of products
nationally and internationally
across a number of sectors
including commercial, retail,
health, hospitality, clubs and
the ‘SitRite’ brand of
educational furniture.
Among their initiatives is the
Random Range for schools,
where Melamine board off-cuts
are selected by the
manufacturer, saving materials

from landfill, and utilised in
return for giving the schools a
20 percent discount. There is
emphasis also on refurbishment
of the tubular furniture and
upholstery to extend the life of
the items by at least 10 years.
“The education sector was the
main reason we decided to go
through the Environmental
Choice program,” says general
manager Peter Shaw. “There
has been increased focus on the
selection of products and design
that have a minimal effect on
the environment and that are
being selected for buildings for
both new and existing schools.”

Peter says the assessment
process has had a wider
beneficial effect. “Going
through the licensing process
has changed the way we run
our company; now, more than
ever, we take into consideration
any environmental outcomes
when designing product and
selecting raw materials and
consumables for the
manufacturing process.”
Licensed products are SitRite
Classroom Desking, SitRite
Group Tables, IRL Canteen and
Training Tables and the
PantoFlex Chair.

Left: the Isis desk without tote.
Right: cobalt-coloured Pantoflex chair
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Good looking label

I

n the latest Good magazine,
we continue our initiative to
offer suitable platforms where
licensees can leverage
advertising and promotional
value. Two recent licensees and
one long-standing eco-identity
have supported this “Good
Guide” by investing in case
studies. We thank Spicers, the
marketers of licensed Reflex
Ultra White paper, B-E-E
household cleaning products and
Wattyl Interior Design/i.d. paints
for their foresight in participating.
It is anticipated that another
supplement might be placed in a
peak readership, mid-summer
issue. (Let us know if you’re
interested).
Good editor Annabel McAleer is a
Annabel McAleer
practical greenie, who finds
Environmental Choice a valuable “Environmental Choice is widely
purchasing guide.
regarded as the most credible”

“There are so many people who
want to make ‘good’ choices in
what they buy, but they don’t
have the time to do background
research – even if they knew
where to start, which most
people don’t! People read Good
because we distil complicated
issues into easily digestible bits
of information, and I think that’s
what the Environmental Choice
label does as well. There’s a
huge amount of complexity that
goes into making any product,
but all consumers really care
about is that the manufacturing
process doesn’t hurt people or
planet! There are so many ‘ecolabels’ out there, but the
Environmental Choice label is
widely regarded as the most
credible, and it makes those
supermarket-aisle choices so
much easier for us all.”

New licensees award

A

s the number and range of
licensees and their products
continues to gain momentum,
we have decided to celebrate
annually the innovation and
diligence of successful new
applicants.
In the last year, 23 new
companies have received their

license. For some it has been a
formalisation of practices and
beliefs already contributing to
their business success. For
others it has marked the turn in
a long road that has required
considerable invesment in
learning, reformulating, and
even re-inventing processes and
products.

The inaugural
award will be
announced on 15
October and will be
presented by MP
Nicky Wagner.

The recipient will be selected by
the board members of the NZ
Ecolabelling Trust, on advice
from assessors who have
worked with applicants for the
year’s new licenses.
MP Nicky Wagner, chair of the
government’s “Bluegreen”
caucus committee has welcomed
the award, which she has agreed
to present. “Businesses must be
both sustainable and profitable,”
she says. The MP, who
sometimes represents
Environment Minister Nick
Smith, says she is keen to meet
and talk with the business
leaders who have been awarded
Environmental Choice licenses.
“I look forward to hearing their
stories. Integrity of the supply
chain is where the future is
going, particularly for a country
like New Zealand. It is
something we must have.”
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Beyond the Pail

F

ew would dispute that some
of the highest visibility for
the ecolabel over the last 15
years has been from paint tins.
Now, says Resene’s Karen
Warman, the ecolabel will grace
even more paint lids, and the
company’s pails themselves will
become part of a “closed loop”
– the holy grail of recycling and
sustainable production.
Managing Director Nick
Nightingale has announced that
the new, ecolabelled,
Earthsense ceiling paint raises
the roof on sustainablility. The
new formulation provides at
least 20% by volume of
renewable raw materials in the
final paint film, and 65 percent
in the wet paint (with the
inclusion of water).
The pails that Resene
Earthsense is packed into are
made from 100 percent postindustrial HDPE injection

material. This recycled material
gives the pail a unique look and
colour variation, as much of the
material being reused has been
previously printed and coloured.
“This is the first commercial
paint pail in New Zealand that
truly closes the loop,” says Nick
Nightingale, “as it utilises the
original material of the pail, as
well as waste material from
other plastics manufacture,
back into another paint pail.
The waste plastic is reprocessed
offsite before being returned to
VIP Packaging to be made into
new pails.”
Paul Gedye, GM of VIP
Packaging is “extremely excited
about this move by Resene to
adopt recycled packaging as
both businesses recognise the
importance of sustainable
solutions for the country’s
future packaging needs.
It won’t just be Resene

Earthsense buyers that enjoy
the new recycled pails. They
will be rolled out to the
extensive range of Resene
Environmental Choice approved
paints. And as recycled
volumes allow, it is anticipated
that all Resene pails will be
moved into the recycled pails.
“We’re very lucky to have such
a supportive supplier, VIP
Packaging, willing to put in the
hard work,” adds Karen
Warman. “We’re also in the
process of updating our 10L pail
lids as VIP Packaging can now
offer an inmould labelling option
for pail lids. The new lid design
will include the Environmental
Choice logo as we have had on
the 4L and smaller cans, so
you’ll be seeing even more of
the logo about the place. It’s
hard to believe that one could
get so excited about a paint and
a paint pail!”

Strong ecolabels contribute to poverty reduction

E

colabels are important tools
for achieving more
sustainable societies, both in
developed and developing
regions. By advancing
sustainable consumption and
production patterns,
ecolabelling can also contribute
to poverty reduction and
increase international
competitiveness of developing
economies. This was one of the
main conclusions at the recent
United Nations Commission on
Sustainable Development in
New York
The significance of “Type 1”
ecolabels such as Environmental
Choice was also underlined in
the UNEP-sponsored event.
Elisabet Falemo, the Swedish
State Secretary, opened the
event and stressed the role of
such ecolabels, which include
the Nordic Swan and the EU
Flower, all based on multiple
criteria, lifecycle thinking and
third-party, independent
certification. “These voluntary
13

market-based instruments are
effective tools to improve
resource efficiency of products
while enabling consumers to
make informed purchasing
choices,” she said.

Andrew Maiyo

UNEP is providing capacity
building and technical
assistance to companies and
governments in developing
countries to seize ecolabelling
opportunities. By way of
illustration, Andrew Maiyo,
Secretary General from the
African organization for
standardization (ARSO) said the

use of ecolabelling provides
great opportunities for Africa.
Besides better market access,
Ecolabelling is a significant
interface between production
and consumption patterns,
advancing low-emission
production and contributing to
adaptation to climate change,
he said.
Nancy Holm
from
Ecolabelling
Sweden,
representing
the Global
ecolabelling
Nancy Holm
network,
stressed the business and
marketing opportunities
ecolabels can offer for
producers and manufacturers.
While consumer awareness
(high in Scandinavia) is
generally rising, consumers are
still confused in the jungle of
green labels and claims, and
need more reliable, truthful and
verifiable information, she said.

e

Upper Hutt building wins Resene Award

W

ith a focus on sustainable
systems, including
Environmental Choice approved
paints, Stephenson & Turner
took out the Resene Total Colour
Sustainable System Award for
the MAF Multipurpose Building,
Wallaceville at the inaugural
Resene Total Colour Awards.
The five star Green Star MAF
multipurpose building is a place
of reception, gathering and
collaboration for the National
Centre for Biosecurity and
Infectious Disease at Wallaceville.
An amalgam of two monopitched forms, it provides a café,
administration offices and
flexible meeting, seminar and
function rooms that can also
function as an emergency
response centre.
The building on a tight site sits
among mature totara and a line
of oak trees. An equally tight
budget required a focus on the
essentials of passive design. The
result has a design energy use of
just 39 kilowatt hours per square
metre per year, a third of the
14

Green Star benchmark.
The exterior of the box-like
forms is dark with a textured
band sawn vertical cladding
reflecting its protective role and
the surrounding totara trees. On
the two sides of the main block
where there is a greater extent
of windows, a lighter coloured
plywood cladding is used to
emphasise this openness.
When the windows are closed
high insulation levels keep the
building warm with a mechanical
system that delivers air through
the floor allowing more fresh air
at a lower velocity, critical for a
seminar space. A gravel swale
takes storm water and low VOC /
formaldehyde coatings and
materials are used throughout.
The interior is light to accentuate
the feeling of space with careful
use of glazing filling the building
with daylight. The brief called
for a combination of paint and
other materials which have been
melded sympathetically.
Resene has a long history of

colour in New Zealand with
colours like Resene Spanish
White and Resene Pearl Lusta
created over three decades ago
still continuing to be top choices
for decorators today. In 1969
Resene set up a new system of
colour, the British Standard
Specification colour range which
provided a range of strong
colours at a time when New
Zealanders were used to pastel
colours. And more recently, in
keeping with Resene’s focus on
sustainable innovations, Resene
has developed its own range of
non VOC (volatile organic
compound) tinters to enable all
Resene decorative paints to be
tinted without unwanted VOCs.
Over 140 entries were received.
Awards were given in nine
categories: Residential Exterior,
Residential Interior, Display,
Product, Sustainable System,
Rising Star, Commercial Exterior,
Commercial Interior, Lifetime
Achievement, with the Colour
Master - Nightingale Award for
the best overall colour use.
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Board recycled
chair of Theta Systems, and on
the boards of Goodman NZ,
Albano Health Care and Les
Mills. She has a keen interest in
sport, education and the
environment and is a Fellow of
the Institute of Directors. Susan
is married with 3 children.

Susan Paterson

R

enewal is definitely part of
the lifecycle of the
independent trust that oversees
Environmental Choice New
Zealand.

Susan Paterson has joined
Environment Minister Dr Nick
Smith in acknowledging Michael
Pritchard’s long and outstanding
service. “Michael has been a
great asset to the Board,” says
Susan, “with his broad
environmental knowledge and
steadfast adherence to best
practice in the eco-labelling
area. His wise counsel has
been invaluable.”

On 1 September, board chair
Michael Pritchard steps down,
along with member Chris Davis.
Deputy chair Susan Paterson is
elevated to the chair.
The new chair has an extensive
management and governance
background. She gained her
MBA at the London Business
School and, although qualified
as a pharmacist, she has been
occupied as a professional
director for the last 15 years,
steering projects for both
government and private
enterprise. Susan is deputy
chair of Airways Corporation,

‘Ow
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Michael Pritchard

Dr Smith has sent a personal
note to the outgoing chair
expressing gratitude for his
vision and perseverance.
Michael Pritchard has advocated
for and nurtured the
independent ecolabel right from
its beginnings, some two

decades ago. He chaired the
advisory Board of TELARC
where the label had its genesis,
and has guided its growth in
international stature.

Chris Davis

Chris Davis has also been
involved almost from the label’s
inception, and co-authored the
original proposal to the
government to form the New
Zealand Ecolabelling Trust.
Susan Paterson has paid tribute
also to his long service. “Chris
has been an excellent trustee
and brought sound commercial
thinking, a wide experience
base and range of contacts to
the trust. His dedication has
also helped drive the trust from
small beginnings to now
covering some 2000 products.”
Richard Tong remains as a
recently appointed trustee.
Other continuing trustees are
Barbara Glenie, Judy Lawrence
and Robert Vale.

‘bout a new motor, guv?

he Electricity Commission is paying out a bounty to help “motorvate” upgrades to electric motors. Up
to $7400 is available towards the cost of replacing older, inefficient motors with better ones. If you
are intending to upgrade a 3-phase induction motor made before 2002, with an output of 22 – 265 KW,
then for more information visit http://motorsystems.electricitycommission.govt.nz/bs-works.asp
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Be-spoke Boris
around central London.
Available 24 hours a day, seven
days a week, the Capital's
newest form of public transport
stretches from Notting Hill Gate
to Wapping, and from Regents
Park to Borough Market.
Londoners using the scheme can
take a cycle from one of docking
stations based every 300m or so
throughout the centre of the
Capital, so people should never
be more than a couple of
minutes away from a docking
station in central London.

L

ondon's newest public
transport system has gone
live with 315 docking stations
and 5,000 bikes available. More
than 12,000 pioneer members
are signed up to use the scheme,
with over 6,000 keys activated.

The creation of an easy to use
cycle hire system was a key
pledge of the mayor's manifesto.
Just over two years since his
election, Barclays Cycle Hire is
now set to transform the way
that people make short trips

Speaking at the launch event,
the mayor said: "Londoners
have awoken to a new dawn for
the bicycle in the Capital.
Overnight racks have been filled
with thousands of gleaming
machines that will transform the
look and feel of our streets and
become as commonplace on our
roads as black cabs and red
buses." The expectation is for
40,000 new cycle journeys to be
generated every day.
A membership key costs £3
then £1 for a 24-hour
membership, £5 for seven days
and £45 for annual membership.

The Angel goes to church

T

he German
ecolabel, The
Blue Angel, has a
very broad
wingspan. As a
long-established
and well-funded
worldwide
ecolabel, it even promotes
sustainable procurement
specifically in Germany’s
Christian churches, where the
annual expenditure for the
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procurement of computers, cars,
office furniture and the like runs
to more than 60 billion euros.
“Christian administration offices,
parish councils, schools and
hospitals thus represent a
considerable potential for
sustainable procurement,”
comments the label.
The Blue Angel’s labelling takes
a step closer to explaining the
meaning of the symbol, with a
phrase accompanying the logo

such as “because it is energyefficient” (in the case of internet
phones) or “because it is
energy-efficient and has low
emissions' (in the case of light
bulbs).
“Protects the climate” is now
available for some dishwashers,
while others are labelled
“because it is energy-efficient
and saves water”.

